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Abstract
This hypothesis declares that avulsed permanent tooth can be preserved live inside patient's body flesh for afterwards replantation. Such type of live preservation would be applicable for patients who get avulsed teeth by complete displacement of a tooth from its socket in alveolar bone owing to trauma and in which teeth cannot be immediately replanted due to maxillofacial surgical complications. In such circumstances, the surgeon can embed the detached fresh healthy teeth somewhere in non-oral patient flesh; e.g. in subcutaneous superficial connective tissues of under armpit or lateral abdominal regions. The embedded teeth would not perish in patients flesh since they would receive nourishment through diffusion from their surrounding connective tissue. In later proper stages, OMS surgeon will remove the embedded teeth and replants them in their original sockets. Such treatment reduces chance of loss of permanent teeth due to dental avulsion in patients having accidents which go through problematic and complicated OMS treatments.
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1. Background
Statistics show that there are five million teeth knocked-out each year in the United States [4]. Approximately up to 25% of military trainees, fighters and school-aged children experience some kind of dental trauma each year [5, 7]. The incidence of dental avulsion in school aged children ranges from 0.5 to 16% of all dental trauma. Many of these teeth are knocked-out during school activities or sporting events such as contact sports, football, basketball, and hockey and car accidents. Dental avulsion is a real dental emergency in which prompt management (within 20–40 minutes of injury) affects the prognosis of the tooth [6]. Failure to re-plant the avulsed tooth within the first 40 minutes after the injury may result in a less favorable prognosis for the tooth [2]. Often multiple teeth are knocked-out. If the injured victim bears serious injuries such as severely lacerated jaws and immediate teeth replantation is not possible, the teeth will lose their viability and the patient would be further deprived of having them replanted for life.

2. Hypothesis
When a tooth is knocked-out, the success of delayed replantation depends on the vitality of the cells remaining on the root surface. In normal conditions, a tooth is connected to the socket by means of the periodontal ligament. When a tooth is avulsed, the ligament stretches and splits in half [5]. Maintaining the vitality of the cells that remain attached to the root surface is the key to success following replantation. In adults with injuries like severely lacerated jaws in which immediate teeth replantation is not possible, avulsed permanent teeth can be preserved live inside patient's body flesh for afterwards replantation. Avulsed fresh teeth can be embedded in non-oral patient flesh; e.g. in subcutaneous superficial connective tissues of under armpit or lateral abdominal regions. The embedded teeth would not perish in patients flesh since the remaining periodontal ligament would receive nourishment via diffusion from their surrounding connective tissue, hence maintaining their viability. At proper later stages of OMS treatment, the embedded teeth would be removed and replanted in their original sockets. If its efficacy is proved in animal trials, this treatment will reduce the chance of loss of permanent teeth due to dental avulsion in many patients with accidents who go through complicated OMS treatments.

3. Clinical significance
Replantation of "in body-flesh embedded-teeth" is useful for patients with tooth loss due to dental avulsion whom cannot receive immediate replantation.
The clinical significances of such treatment include: 1) Restores teeth even after prolonged dental avulsion; 2) Promotes viability of embedded teeth; 3) Less need for non-live implants, 4) There would be no immunological incompatibility reactions; 5) May reduce the incidence of peri-implantitis [1] and 5) Promotes restoration of the periodontal ligaments. The disadvantage of this treatment is that the patient should go through extra surgeries to embed the avulsed teeth in body flesh and then remove it for replantation; however, it is the choice of patient or people in charge to agree with this treatment.

It should be noted that this treatment is for permanent teeth since management of injured primary teeth differs from management of permanent teeth; avulsed primary tooth should not be re-planted (to avoid damage to the permanent dental crypt) [3].

4. Future testing
Considering the application of this treatment, further studies are needed to confirm its restoration effects in clinical cases. The effectiveness of this treatment on long-term prognosis of replanted knocked out teeth depends on verification of the following criteria: 1) Enhanced success rate, compared to conventional treatment; 2) Reducing infection throughout rehabilitation period; 3) Restoration of the periodontal ligaments. These criteria should be verified firstly by animal experiments and research works needed to optimize the treatment. When these concerns are clear, I believe that it could be used as a technique to assist many patients of concern to regain their own original teeth. As this procedure evolves as a new OMS treatment, it requires meticulous care throughout the process for ensuring the operation to be successful. Hope to hear the best in future.
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